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Robust, reliable and ergonomic
height adjustable bathtub.
100% made in Canada.

Authentique

..................................................

COMBINE SAFETY, COMFORT AND EASE OF USE
ComfortMedic designs and manufactures high quality products specifically for people with
reduced autonomy. Our products enable you to offer your residents a comfortable and safe
bathing experience while providing ideal working conditions for your staff.
TRANSFER BY THE END OF THE TUB
OR BY THE SIDES

UNIQUE SHAPE FOR A BETTER AND EASIER
ACCESS TO RESIDENT

Our Authentique height adjustable bathtub has been
carefully developed taking into account the
requirements of nurses, technical staff and residents.
Entirely made in Quebec, the Authentique tub allows a
transfer by the end of the tub to keep both sides free for
the caregivers. This method is especially appreciated
when space is limited or when the level of autonomy of
the resident is limited. The sitting position of the
resident is easier to keep in a front entry tub and chair,
reducing the "slipping effect" inside the tub. While this
method is ideal, the rectangular shape of the tub is also
entirely compatible with side entry chairs. The
Authentique tub can also be configured with a reclined
shell for customers using only side entry chairs. This tub
shape allows the caregivers to remove the backrest on
which the resident is and let the resident lay inside
water when his level of autonomy is good enough.

The unique shape of the tub, with a lower access point
on each side, allows the caregivers to work closer to the
resident. This unique feature on the Authentique
significantly facilitates the work and reduces the risk of
back injuries. The tub is also completely compatible with
the vast majority of transfer devices on the market, front
or side entry. The structure offers great stability without
anchor to the floor and it can be adjusted according to
the floor level or room conditions.

Safety
and reliability
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OPTIMAL DISINFECTION
ComfortMedic can specifically adapt the
disinfection system of the Authentique bathtub
to allow the use of accelerated hydrogen
peroxide in the automatic dilution system. In
addition, the sleek design of the tub minimizes
the work of cleaning and disinfection between
each bath.
DISINFECTION WITH HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Following the growing demand of Canadian healthcare
institutions, ComfortMedic now offers an integrated
disinfection system compatible to accelerated hydrogen
peroxide. ComfortMedic also offers a full line of cleaning
products, degreaser and disinfectant that can be used on
the vast majority of hygiene care equipments.

Cleaning and disinfection is now easier
and faster with sleek tub design and
hydrogen peroxide compatibility.

SAFETY AND COMFORT
Using the Authentique tub is simple and intuitive, thanks to
the universally recognized icons of the control panel.
Advanced security systems are also available to protect the
residents and increase safety for caregivers: electronic antiscald protection, electronic system preventing the activation
of the disinfection until you have emptied the tub, digital
temperature display of water temperature inside tub, at
filling line and on the hand shower line.
AUTOMATIC MULTI-LEVEL TUB FILLING
Automatic tub filling allows the caregiver to fill the bathtub
safely while caring for the resident and without worrying
about an overflow. The Authentique tub offers up to 3
automatic fill levels to choose from according to residents
needs. At any time it is always possible to add more water
in the tub if needed. This allows time savings, better
management of energy costs and helps to focus the
attention on the resident.

ComfortMedic offers technical support toll-free for
the entire lifetime of the equipment.
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Description
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DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS AS REQUIRED
Made in Canada, the Authentique height adjustable bathtub is available with various shapes
and lengths of shells and three control panels to meet all possible applications.

RECTANGULAR SHAPE (R5/R6)

MANUAL CONTROL PANEL (C1)

The large rectangular shell is by far the most flexible
tub shape, allowing easy access by the end of the tub
(front entry) or by the sides (side entry). Available in
two lengths (75 inches and 65 inches), the
rectangular shell offers the widest internal space and
the 75 inches long version (R6) is compatlble with
almost any transfer equipment on the market,
including transfer chairs, stretchers, meshed chairs,
sling lifts, etc.

In its basic configuration (manual), the Authentique
control panel provides the following functions:

RECLINED SHAPE (P5/P6)
In some cases and depending on the configuration of
the bathroom, a reclined shell may be required to
facilitate the work of employees. This shape offers a
reclined section at the back of the resident, allowing
exclusively side transfers in the tub. This configuration
allows residents to lay down in water and enjoy a
more relaxing bath experience if their level of
autonomy is sufficient. Available in two lengths (75
inches and 65 inches), the reclined shape tub also
reduces water consumption.

- One (1) level autofill
- Digital display of water temperature at mixer output
- Up and down functions to adjust tub height
- Disinfection hand shower activation (optional)

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL (C2)
With the advanced configuration, the Authentique
control panel provides the following functions:
- Three (3) levels autofill
- Triple digital display of water temperature
(filling, shower, inside tub)
- Electronic antiscalding protection
- Up and down functions to adjust tub height
- Disinfection hand shower activation (optional)

DIGITAL CONTROL PANEL(C3)
For the most advanced water temperature control
system, ComfortMedic is proud to offer a completely
digital configuration. The C3 control panel offers all the
previous mentioned functions (C2), but aditionnaly
allows the caregivers to digitally choose the water
temperature on a keyboard (up to 43 degrees Celsius).
With this advanced system, the tub automatically
control the water temperature at all time and adjust it
continuously to keep water at the requested
temperature. It is by far the safest and most advanced
water control system for healthcare institutions.

Configurations
......................................................................
SHELLS

KEYBOARDS
CHARACTERISTICS

C1

C2

C3

R5

R6

P5

P6

Side access (transfer on both sides of the tub)

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

Front access (transfer by the end of the tub)

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

AutoFill 1 level

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

AutoFill 3 levels

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

Thermostatic mixer 3/4 inch (temperature and pressure balanced)

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

Maximum allowed temperature of 43 degrees C

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

Electronic antiscalding protection

O

X

X

-

-

-

-

Display (1) of water temperature (at mixer output)

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

Three (3) water temperature dispay (filling, shower, inside tub)

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

Digital temperature programming with continuous automatic control

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

Hygienic hand shower (left side)

X

X

X

-

-

-

-

Second hygienic hand shower (right side)

O

O

O

-

-

-

-

Integrated disinfection hand shower

O

O

O

-

-

-

-

Disinfection system adapted for hydrogen peroxide

O

O

O

-

-

-

-

Compatible with bath stretcher and meshed bath chair

-

-

-

-

X

-

X

Tub shortener (foot board with 3 positions)

-

-

-

O

O

O

O

X : included
O : optional feature
- : not applicable or not available

THERAPEUTIC SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
AROMATHERAPY

AIRMASSAGE

Simply add your favorite essential oil in the small reservoir,
start the system and enjoy a sweet fragrance in the room!

The vibromassage system designed by ComfortMedic is
ideal for patients whose skin is very sensitive. With a
dispersion of low frequencies through the water, the
resident enjoys a very soft and relaxing effect.

The airmassage relaxes patients' muscles while stimulating
the production of natural analgesic known as endorphins.
The use of the airmassage system produces an effect of
well-being throughout the whole body and the variable
speed makes it completely adaptable to the patients'
needs. With unique backflow preventers on every jets and
absolutely no water circulation in the system, the
airmassage meets the highest disinfection standards.

MUSIC THERAPY

CHROMOTHERAPY WITH LED

Simply insert a USB key with your favorite MP3 songs
and give your residents a unique relaxation experience
during care, thanks to built-in speakers inside tub shell.

LED lights integrated into the shell provide a unique
relaxing experience. The system is simple to use and
allows you to select a fixed color or cycling color rotation.

VIBROMASSAGE

Benefits
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ADVANTAGES OF THE AUTHENTIQUE BATHTUB
Compatible with most chairs and bath stretchers, elegant design, ergonomic shape, low access point on each side
promoting proximity between the caregiver and resident, impact protection around the shell, footrest to shorten the
tub and to reduce risks of patient slipping, high quality thermostatic mixer, electronic anti-scalding protection, simple
and user friendly electronic keypad, and several other options available.

1

2

3

38

37

38

37

Available control panels:
C1 : 1 water level, 1 temperature
C2 : 3 water levels, 3 temperatures
C3: digital programming and control

4

Footrest with three positions to
better support the resident and
increase comfort.

5

The Authentique tub is designed
and manufactured in Quebec,
Canada by ComfortMedic.

Optional airmassage system for a
relaxing experience without risk of
cross- contamination.

Compatible with most devices on
the Canadian market.

6

Optional color therapy system
using integrated LED.

7

Ergonomic shell with rectangular or
reclined backrest. Available in two
lengths.

8

9

The tub has a unique shell whose shape
allows greater proximity between the worker
and the resident.

Easy to use control panel with
simple, intuitive icons.

9

8
2

7
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length x width)
weight
Total weight (empty)
temperature
Water consumption (long rectangular shell / reclined)

:

/ 225 l
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Power supply
Current Consumption
3/

Watter supply hot / cold
inches
P

floor drain

class

Auto ill 1 level (maximum level)

ed
ed

ACCESSORIES / OPTIONS
Footrest with three positions
Integrated disinfection system

ydrogen peroxide

nti-scalding protection with triple

temperature display (filling, shower,

tub)

Auto ill with 3 preset levels

LED chromatherapy therapeutic system
usic

system USB

Aromatherapy system
Vibromassage therapeutic system

1

2

3

4

low frequenc

5

1 Ambulatory, but may need some support (i.e. cane).
2 Can support himself to some degree (with walking frame).
3 Usually sits in wheelchair, but is able to bear some weight on its legs.
4 Sits in wheelchair and has almost no capacity to support himself.
5 Passive resident, almost completely bed ridden.

www.orcahealthcare.com
1-855-566-6722
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